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> *   -   • 

Introduction 

1. Ine "technology"  of an industry, for  the purposes of this paper, means 

the processes, plant, machinery, equipment  and tools used in that industry. 

There are seme industries  in which, for practical reasons,  there 3s little 

choice of technology, or in which the superiority of one technology over all 

alternatives is so great that it remains superior throughout the whole range 

of variations in the size of markets, in wage rates and in interest rates 

prevailing in the world.     Such a state of affairs, however, is exceptional. 

In most branches of industry, there is a range of choice of technology;    even 

where this is not true of certain central production processes, it is usually 

true of a wide range of ancillary processes,   such as materials-handling, 

internal transport and packaging. 

2. Those concerned with the industrialization of developing countries - 

private industrialists, the directors or managers of public industrial 

establishments and affidala in ministries of economic development, planning, 

industry or finance who guide industrial development by issuing or withholding 

licences, permits or Ioana - ar* anxious to choose or encourage the choice of the 

technology most suited to the needs of the country concerned.    In the first part 

of this paper, certain considerations affecting the choice of industri«! tech- 

nology are discussed;    sources of appropriate technology and ways of increasing 

its availability are considered in the second part;   and in the final section, 

•assures that can be taken to promote the introduction of progressive tech- 

nology through action on the part of industrialists, Governments and inter- 

national organisations are examined. 

/... 
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I. SQM>: FACTORS ARftiCTING   ¿KS ChOlCE 0?  INDUSTRIAL 
TECHNOLOGY 

3. There has been much controversy over the relative merits of "capital- 

intensive" and "labour-intensive"  technology- in developing countries.    On 

the    ne hand, it may be felt : 

(a) That  the building up of an industrial sector employing the 
most modern and advanced tecbnolo^' in  the hallmark of an 
economically developed country,  and of  a country determined 
to  t.-Jce its place as rabidly as possible uruong  the developed 
countries. 

(b) That it is necessary to  invest with the future in mind, and 
that machines and equipment,  not of the  latest desirn  .ill 
r&picïly become obsolete. 

(c) That advanced technology exposes all who  come ir« contact 
with it to the forces of change anà development,  thus 
exerti^ a pervasive influence on the ways of life through- 
out  the society end,   in particular, enabling mari£¿;eiaent:¿ and 
workers to acquire  the  technical skill  and knowledge that are 
indispensable to a modern economy. 

(d) That industries with the  greatest 6rowth potential are those 
employing advanced technolo¿y. 

(e) That a high decree of capital intensity  permits large profits 
to be made and a large proportion of these profits to be 
ploughed back to promote  faster growth. 

4. Un the other hand, it may be felt: 

(a) That advanced industrial  technology has delevoped in response to 
the needs, and is designed to operate under tLe conditions,  of 
industrially advanced countries with lar¿e markets, a relative 
abundance of capital and entrepreneurial and managerial skills, 
and a shortage of labour. 

(b) That transplanting industrial technology to countries where it 
will operate under conditions for which it was not designed 
can be an expensive mistake. 

(c) That countries should not seek to make a sudden, sharp break 
with their past, but should build on the existing foundations, 
thus developing and adapting traditional skills, knowledge and 
techniques. 

(d) That where capital is scarce, cajital-intensive technology ueant 
concentrating it in a few large plants while keeping the rest of 
the economy starved of capital,  and that this accentuates the 
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dualism characteristic of developing economies and societies, 
sharpening the  contrast in living standards, opportunities 
and outlook between the modern and  the traditional sectors 
and limiting the  number which can be absorbed into the modern 
sector and txposed to  its modernizing influnces. 

(e)       That is,  indeed,   capital-intensive  technology does enable a 
few  lar^e, modern plants to make bi¿ profita,   Vtá.y uoes  not 
mean th,t the  total  profits,   both public and private,   for 
the economy as a whole are necessarily greater.    Nor is it 
necessarily the  case  that more resources will be invested than 
if capital had been spread widely. 

5. These arguments cannot be examined in detail in this paper,  but comments 

«fill be made on some of them.   =* 

6. It is sometimes thought  that anyone who advocates the selection of labour- 

intensive products and methods in developing countries is try in,.,  to  "fob  them 

off" with something inferior.     Indeed, it is quite likely that industrial 

processes in the future will   come   to be carried out increasingly by machines 

rather than by men.    When one  considers the comparative advantages of men and 

macr.ines,  most of the advantages in industrial processes seem to lie with machines.£/ 

ihere fabrication ie concerned,  men can shape and ccabine materials  witb simple 

hand t.ols by such actions as cutting, striking,   twistin , rubbin,  and stirring. 

However,  men cannot attain Lreat speed or great precision, and  they can work only 

within certain temperature ran^es and in the absence of poisonous fumes. 

Machines can perform all of these  jobs and more;     they can also do the work with 

tJreater speed and precision,  under various conditions.      .iith respect to transport, 

men can move limited weights rather slowly ior rather short distances!    machines 

can move heavy  weights speedily for  lon^ distances.    As far as control is concomed, 

-nun can Look,  liston,  feel,  smell and taste. 

U    rm. 
The arguments are reviewed in "Some Problems of Investment Policy  in Under- 
developed Countries", International Labour Review,  vol. UXVII,  No 5 
May 195Ö.   (The arguments have not changed much in the years since that publication.) 

The points in the following p^sa^e have been made by P. Strassmann in Technological 
lhange and economic Development  (forthcoming),  Cornell University Press       
Ithaca, N.Y. 

/. 
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Their speed and accuracy, however, is limited.    Men do not respond directly to 

changes in voltage, humidity or chemical  states.    Machines do all of these 

taings.    Men still have an advantage over machines in the field of analysis - 

breaking down information into components for selective recombination with 

other data.   And human beings have a monopoly in connexion with personal 

•arrice. - in situations where the impact of one persona)ity on another is im- 

portant.    In industry,   types of work other than those Just cited seem likely to 

pass increasingly into the hands of machines. 

7. This has not,   however, happened yet even in the developed countries. 

The transition to more or lees complete automation of industry, if it ever com« 

to  pass, may take several generations.    Durit* the transition period, it is 

reasonable and necessary, in selecting industrial products and orocesbes,  to take 

account of difference«, between countries in factor proportions, factor prices and 

sise of markets. 

8. This suggests  that countries in which capital is scarce and expensive 

and labour cheap and abundant, would do well, in planning their industrial de- 

velopment,  to look ior ways of usin^ more labour and less capital.    This is not 

a matter of beine content with inferior,  old-fashioned -ays of doin..  thing*.    It 

ie rather a matter of makia; use of  the assets of abundant cheep labour which de- 

veloped countries do not have, an asset which ¿ives developing countries an ad- 

vantage or a potential advantage in many lines of production.    It see», likely 

that the least-cost combination of labour and capital in an industrial process 

in a developing- country will often be one whicn provides more employment per unit 

of output than the least-cost combination for the corre* ondi*; process in a de- 

veloped country.    This is especially likely to be the c^e if the developing 

country has a comparatively small market - and,  of cour^,  the eise of a market 

depends not so much on  th« site of a population  ,s on its purchasing power. 

/... 
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9. Interesting work on the optimum combination of labour and capital 

at different interest rates and wage rates has been carried out by the 

Netherlands Economic Institute.^ Among these studies,  there are three which 
compare: 

(a) Hand files with small electric grinders; 

(b) Centre,  turret and automatic lathesj  and 

(c) Production of window frames with planing and moulding 
or tenoning processes. 

10. Tha choice of a process depends both on the relation between wage 

rates and interest rates and on the si.e of the market,  which determines the 

length of the production runs.    With short production run«, it is profitable 

even for developed countries with a high ratio of wage, to interest to us« 

the most labour-intensive methods.    In developing countri«. with a lew ratio of 

wages to interest,  the most labour-intensive methods vili be the cheapest ex- 

cept in cases where there is a volume of production substantially greater (fro. 

1.7 to 15 times greater in the above-mentioned studies) than in the developed 
countries. 

11. The full strength of the case for using abundant labour where possible 

to save scarce capital in developing counirie. may, however, not be reflected 

in comparative cost figures alone.    Often the costs of leaving human resource 

idle are not brought into, or are not accurately reflected in,  the calculation, 

of planners.    A pricing system will promote economically rational decision,    if, 

but only if, money cost, accurately measure real costs, so that what an emplo/er 

ha. to pay to employ labour, or to borrow capital, reflect, it. true scarcity or 
abundance. 

¿/ 
("uer^m)! °' "^ " A1*gB»ti'» "«ch"*<"«» « F»»*u»tin„ 

/... 
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12. It is citar that money oosta and price» in developing countries 

often do not accurately reflect real costs.    In particular, capital 

frequen-ly appears cheaper than it really is (finance nay he nade available 

fron public sources or with a government guarantee for soae types of invest- 

ment in the «ciern sector at rates of interest lower than would have had to 

be paid in an open market) while labour often appear« «ore costly than it 

really is.    (The real cost of employing a hitherto unemployed or greatly 

underemployed worker, in the sense of the production foregone by withdrawing 

him from what he was previously doing, may be almost nil.) »  In addition, the 

coat of foreign exchange often appmars less than it really is.    (If oountries 

have over-valued currencies, but do not want to devalue, foreign exchange has 

to be rationed and is allotted to successful applicants at a price below what 

they would have been willing to pay rather than go without.)    These cost dis- 

tortions make it rational for private enterprise, and the managers of public 

enterprises insofar   as they think primarily in terms of maximising the profits 

or retu-ns of their own undertakings, to choose a    product-mix and a type of 

technology that use more capital and foreign exchange and less labour than 

would be in the best interests of the country as a whole.    This has led to the 

suggestion that Governments, for planning purposes, should use not market prices 

but rather "shadow prices", reflecting the best estimates they can make of the 

real costs of different resources from the social point of view;    and that 

Governments might also wish, through appropiate fiscal measures,  to ¿ive in- 

ducements to private enterprise to act as though capital and foreign exchange 

were dearer and labour cheaper than the market prices actually prevailing. 

4/ TOT details on this subject, see another paper prepared by the International 
Labour Office, entitled "Employment Aspects of Industrialisation", especially 
paragraph 26 (document ID/OOT. l/B.18). 

5/ Cf. "Äployment Aspects of Industrialisation", loc. cit. para. 29 (f). 

/... 
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13. The ce for «akiiy eure of the ..ployent of all the labour that 

can be econcioally »ployed in the indu.trial and other „etor. i. .trength- 

ened by the hu«n .„1 .octal co.t. of u-^ploynt and under—ploient, which 

ha« heen etreeeed in th. Ilo paper on "a.ploy.nt l.peot. of Indu.triallz.tion". 
Th.. would ».an, .. .o^«,«, iB that Wf ^ i% ^ „„^^ ^ ^ 

general econome and .oci.1 ..Ifar. if priv.t. enfrpri.., .„4 Oow».„t., 

both in their own operation, and in their polle, toward. privat, enterpri.., 

attached „re „lght than .t pre«„t to «ploy..« consid.ration. when the, 

talc, or guid. d.ci.ions rogarding the cholc, of indu.tri.l technology.    Tnl. 

do., not ...n, of course, that labour-inten.lv. technology .houli alway. b. 
p»f.rr.d to capital-intensive t.chnology.    The followillg fourfold cWfl_ 

cation .ay be helpful as a guide to policy.    mdu.trial and oth.r project, «ay 
b. erouped in principi. In four cat.gori.., 

(•) P»t»ff,r, a projet», These are project. In which l.bour-int.n.iv. 
capi tal-..Ting technology, with «i.ting method, and prt«.   S^. 
money econoal.. i„ production.    In «ii .ucn pro3ecî.    5.^'^! 
cl.ar case for choclng labour-int.n.iv. tecn^lo•'  £«ì.cLn 

píeeX   woÏÏdnrnVe
1
te°hn0luSÏ r0r ~-—nomic Saeon.   " a . ° preetifce, -ould involve an evident misu.. of r.eourc... 

SttêS.Î,v.BtIc^r°t"' T* "* the *»*«*• " «*<* 1-ta». intensive techniques,  when used careless!v or 1„ TW1(1u^    \ 

lower fsost t«=« VK*W       »•"»mu«« in order to produce at equal or 

.Xarc...^r1o^°aTlTî*1_lnÎ,>nSlTO *•**«-•    »ÏÏ. i« 
to chang!Ì ô'u^Kect^rc I ^ î* r"'°">M« «>•»« 
carry the» outVûbSS „ .»*v.° 2» Á »"*«• "* ^» * 

/... 
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(c) Category C projects»  2ven when all feasible measures to improve the 
efficiency of labour-intensive techniques have been taken,  these are 
projects in which the techniques will still  involve higher money 
costs of production than would more capital-intensive methods, but 
not higher real costs  (i.e.  they would be cheaper if shadow prices, 
accurately reflecting real costs,  could be used instead of market 
prices).    The simplest way of counteracting the cost distortion 
would probably be to raise interest rates,  or at least to make sure 
that finance is not available on subsidized terms.  6/ It mi¿ht also 
be  possible  to operavo something in the nature of a negative employ- 
ment  tax or a subsidy for the employment of labour though this would 
present obvious possibilities of abuse, making such a system difficult 
for developing countries to administer, and Governments would have  to 
decide where the money was to come from.Jj 

(d) Category D projects;  The difference between Category D and Category C 
projects is  that the cost differential in favour of advanced techno- 
logy is greater than the cost distortion produced by the use of mar- 
ket prices instead of shadow prices.    On economic grounds there is 
nc  case for usino anything but capital-intensive technology in 
Category D projects.    A question may arise as to whether a country in 
which capital is very scarce should have any projects of this kind, 
but r. certain number of such projects, even in very primitive econo- 
mics,  may be conducive  to economic and social welfare,  for example, 
by permitting  the exploitation of natural resources such as oil or 
deep-level minerals accessible only by capital-intensive methods. 

•"his classification in four categories may seem to be somewhat theoretical and 

schematic,  but an attempt to classify industrial and other projects included or 

cc.-npetinj for inclusion in a development plan in these categories,  and to treat 

them accordingly may well be useful for planners,  private as well as public. 

1 

v 

This i s not to suggest that Governments should pay a higher rate of interest 
on funds they borrow from advanced countries or through international agencies, 
but rather that if they lend such funds to private enterprise, they might main- 
tain a profitable margin between their borrowing rates and their lending ratos, 
while if they use such funds in the public sector, th¿y might for planning 
purposes use a shadow rate of interest. It is recognized that raising interest 
rates on leans to private industrialists might conflict, or appear to conflict, 
with a policy of encouraging rapid industrial development; but funds no 
monger used to subsidizs the capital costs of certain industrialists could be 
used to promote industrial development in other wa^s. 

See also some suggestions in ILO  Employment Objectives in Economic Development, 
Genevn, 1961 f pa¿ce 12. 
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14. A county that chooses to confine hi.,«, capital-intensive  technology 

to C.UJT, D projet. », thereby save 0Uch «,,«, .hioh Mn be used t0 

rid. .or. job* and/or to raie« the productivity of labour in A, B and C cate- 

gory project».    Thi. could r.eult in a „ore even spread of capita!   throughout 

the econo^ and . progredivo adaptation of technology to growing Mrket6, 
fowled«.,  AiH „a STOllaMllty of MI,ltal _ henc>) the uae of the ^ 

proereetív." in the title of this paper. 

15. llie following are mumyl„ dr.«, fro. the ejp.ri.nc. of ILO i„ 

""*""" a«TOl0««« «" —11-.C1, industry, of case. i„ .llich tne tran_ 

planting of advanced indu.trial technology to conditions for which It ... „ot 

de.igned does not H. to hav. .¿ven tood r.sult.. 

(») Mastic abo« — »•'facture 

«.tlnTlîA äTS* tV0
1J

1""c *»J~tlo« .ouldia,. «chine. 

. js iaÄoronoa.o^„/:htrp^d?r:int„rtth 
pair, of plaatic .andai, and shoes per y..r?    !! K Li     , 

SS.'    £ re.uïtdSta n" hT S £ Sus^ \' * "f *— ina*  *k.4. Tt    i^L     , ?»wu artisan shoe makers have 
lost their livelihood and the market? fnr *v*>  „ •""••« nav» 

hive been re^cfs^e ¡.„T.,^"   ^reA..^ 
foot.«r.    1. all the »chinery and th. aaHSal (P y C

P) »ÍÍ to 

(b)   Prämie plant 

0na.rt4npi ^«.ki^T -, f •    •»» a result o:  close co- 
operation with local  email etvjineerin    norkshoDn    it „„e   \i    * 
have replacement preesee made locali/   ,,«£      P '•        *    able to 

scrap metal in small  f(U„î!î    ^call./, using casting moulded fro. 

lathe's ,Ìd d" 1^    n.1 "ne?    £ ^""S °R fnw"*1-'u^- 
indigenous cia, deposits    and xi^d\^        ^ IT* ~di f• 
local  refractory bricks      ThL    ^    Î composed mos'ljr of 

.ti-ulaf.d in a ^ber ¿f Ter ^TÀrilT• T ^^^ "** 
-tal,   foundry carcon,   refracto"TJ£^^£i¿£  ""*» 

/... 
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This multiplier effect vas Just beginning to make itself felt 
when it was decided to build a modern large-scale ceramic plant 
in place of the existing one, with fully automatic presses,  continu- 
ous tunnel kilns etc.    This equipment required special steels and 
engineering skills,  refractories with a high aluminium oxide content 
and technical know-how, which were not available locally (and ware 
not likely to be for many years).    Therefore, they had to be imported. 
Because of the high speed of operation, very malleable clays were re- 
quired and these also had to be imported.    In the end,  the consumer 
received a poorer quality» dearer product becaus« the breakage rat« 
was higher as result oft     (a) inadequate temperature control in the 
tunnel kilns (technological inexperience);    (b) clumsy handling 
during glazing operations (inadequate supervision in the new factory). 
Employment and net output declined in the ceramic and allied industries 
listed above and the country's trading deficit widened. 

(c) Tanning industry 

A tanning industry project in one country envisaged building a 
small model tannery to act as a training centre and to demonstrate 
new techniques, together with a number of new buildings t0 rehouse 
existing tanneries, thus improving working conditions and separat- 
ing the industry (with its obnoxious smells) from the living quart- 
ers.    The total capital costs were projected as $2.5 million for an 
output of $15 million per annum (a high capital productivity).    The 
buildings and some of the machinery could be made locally, so the 
import content was small. Demand for leather was growing at 5 I»r 
cent per annua and labour productivity was expected to rise at this 
rate as result of improved methods and conditionsj    thus, the total 
labour force in the industry of 3,000 would remain the same. 

This project was rejected on the ground that it was not modern 
enough.    In its place vas substituted a scheme for a large govern- 
ment-owned tannery estate, costing $15 million, «quipped with the 
latest imported machinery and with a total capacity 50 psr cent in 
excess of the existing firms.    Labour productivity would be doubled, 
but the savings in wages would be more than offset by   higher capital 
(interest and depreciation) costs if a shadow interest rate were 
used.    The productivity of the capital employed would only be 25 pmr 
cent of the anticipated level in the first project.    Employment in 
the industry would be halved, the existing equipment made obsolete 
and the import bill increased by more than $8 million.    The present 
firms would be broken up and experienced owners made redundant. 
Little improvement in quality could be expected because further 
foreign exchange to buy better hides and tanning materials (this 
and technical know-how were the primary determinants of quality) 
could not be afforded.    In international terms,  they   would end up, 
not with the most up-to-date process, but with an expensive "white 
elephant", because hwavy sole leather and even some upper leathers 
were beine replaced rapidly in world markets by synthetic materials. 

/... 
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«. £^%^•<z-^ s: SET-- 
a petrochemical industry), resources (e.g. 

16 ÍWly,   two espies My be ^ rf ^ s,cce6sful use of ^ 

in   „dustrial  proJects (in one case,  advanced techncloey) well adapted t0  ^ 

needs and condition, prevaiUn, ln  the deyelopin    ^^ „«„»4. 

(a) Manufacture of se.nnr; machines 

afforded by imiort rps*rir>^,-«t    T~    i i-^a^   protection 
oai^lv .nî    -\i  *  Ies"rict^r)b»  local  entrepreneurial  initiative 

ir:" .ir. 'ääIS Sä
1
;^ 

u^hes *nd ^ 
ports.    The local se«in,   »«6^ Î" f"• °f f"•»* i- 
tion.,  and were l-^ccur^f b,• ÎV """VT'6" »W of opera- 

ä äst «.€»-ri- SH £r:?E'-r port  restriction** could  be relayed    nri   tïl f"lc*enc'-    Br 1966,  in- 
to have established a  thrTvín "f    *•    ! lndustr* Was s^cn. enough 

,M   Wfc       k thrive ei.ort trade to neighbouring countries. 
<b)   Fibre boara plant 

h«vv^ fensures and ¿rest bul» involved required      very 

the value added durin«; th7 prece" w s^V    H    ! ""*"•    ThUf 

al i„co.ee to the facers! "SÍ     ni^he 'produ"*    aeToel SÍ?ÍUOn- 

This project therefore Ä^TuÄ^l^S ¡^ «-• 
respects 

II. SUttCES 0, tf^TATr TCCmi^Y ,m ..,„ „. T„„, rTr 

IPS AVAILAEIIITY 

ideated     „d o. r   " 0bJe"ÍTee °f t9CtaiCU —' >• *« 

ir    c frMe "' *'' alfe0tÌ"« *»"*' - P^te .„vest 
-et devions.    The proW„ does not cea« there.    Th. orti-u, choice of "1 
nolo, can *, he .ad. if . fun ^ of ^^ ^ ;       ^, 

A.. 
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techniques are often applied because there is nothing else on the market except 

machinery which has been designed to meet other needs.     The full spectrum of 

scientific and technical knowledge mu..t oe brought to bear.    The brand new, 

the present-day and the past are all potential sources  which rhould be tapped. 

Some  sources are examined below  in more detail and  some   ideas  put forward as 

to how their yield can be increased  by international action. 

New designs 

18. The most effective means of overcoming economic  unaerdevelopment would 

be to apply accumulated scientific  knowledge to solution of the particular 

problems of the developing countries.    There is undoubtedly a great need for 

original designs which will incorporate recent inventions  but will at -.he same 

time take account of the scarcity of capital and of certain managerial and 

operative skills in the developing world.    Innovation  is required so that local 

raw material can be substituted in certain processes for the different types 

which are imported at present.    Varying climatic conditions may require new 

solutions to familiar problemi.    Working parties have been formed in India and 

the united Kingdom to undertake this research and the United Hâtions Advisory 

Committee on Science and Technology is keenly interested  in the problems of 

adaptation of designs and methods.    Much valuable pioneer work has been done 

by specialist institutes such as the Tropical Products Research Institute in 

London. 

19. Technological research institutes are now being set up in 3ome countries 

with assistance from the Special Fund component of the United Nations Development 

Programme.    The ILO technical training and development centre in Turin, Italy, 

is expected to contribute in this field, as have the productivity centres and 

small industry institutes which the ILO is assisting in various parts of the 

world.    But only the surface of the problem is being scratched.    More research of 

this kind is urgently needed;  preferably within the developing countries them- 

selves so that the research would be based on first-hand knowledge of the local 

/•• 
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An example mignt include the use of odour charts,  penetrometers and 

triaxial compression testing machines for measuring the proportion of soil 

and clays,  leading among others to the manufacture of improved ceramic 

products. 

Long-established designs 

2k. liiere may still be very great scope for the use of equipment which 

has been superseded in industrially advanced countries because it is no longer 

economic uuV.er present conditions in such countries.    ?ach equipment may, how- 

ever,  be employed profitably in the  small industries and  craft workshops which 

provide the bulk of consumer goods and services in developing countries.    In 

the latter countries, the most primitive production methods still exist, even 

in countries with large modern industries.    In 3ome countries, the potter's 

wheel is still unkown.    Wood-turning lathes are turned by hand with a bow. 

Bricks are fired in kilns which have to be dismantled after every firing. 

Many designs exist in industrially developed countries which are not to be 

found in catalogues and which may have to be dug out of the archives of patent 

offices and of long-established machinery manufacturers.    Trade associations 

could canry out the work of sifting ^nd collating such designs, with the help 

of United Nations or bilateral aid funds.    The designs could be sent to re- 

search institutes in developing countries, which would disseminate the 

specifications and drawings to workshops and manufacturing firms and assist 

them with development. 

25. Major international companies that are setting up subsidiaries in 

developing countries could contribute considerably to this effort.    The 

Philips Electrical Group has shown the way by establishing, at Utrecht in 

the Netherlands, a pilot radio assembly plant for   .raining future managers 

and technicians to man their overseas factories.    In that plant, only simple 

and commonly available tools are used and the complete process is "packaged" 

for reproduction abroad.    Some twenty countries are now producing radios using 

techniques developed av Utrecht. 

/... 
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(b) Ceramic  industry:    Hand-operated jiggers for formio,   plates, 
semi-automatic presses  for tiles, gravity-fed extruders  for pipes. 
These are all superior to traditional methods but   less expensive  thin 
tunnel kilns and  fully automatic equipment. 

(c) Shoe industry:    Simple  sewing machines (first introduced 
in I859) for stitching th1 sole to the uppe.- and insole.    This is 
quicker than hand stitching but may be more  appropriate than vul- 
canising or injection moulding equipment for soling in some coun- 
tries. 

Second-hand machinery 

28. Second-hand machinery is really a special case of the dis cussed above. 

Second-hand machinery is often less complex than present-day machinery, so that 

it is easier to operate and maintain where certain skills or experience are 

lacking.    It is usually much cheaper than new equipment.    Thus, a given invest- 

ment fund may go further and the output in relation to the capita.! input will 

be high.    Second-hand machinery can usually be adapted and reproduced more 

readily in the indigenous engineering industries.    There seems to be little 

doubt that imported second-hand machinery would find a ready market and if 

selected Judiciously, it could raise productivity and efficiency over a 

wide are-i. 

29. Some of the widespread resistance to second-hand equipment stems 

from a fear of being saddled with worn-out, obsolete machines, as well as 

from a rejection of what seems to be "second-best".    Th«se inhibitions may 

weaken if ic is realized that a large market exists in the most advenced 

countries for this surplus equipment.    Indeed, in certain countries, the 

sale of second-hand equipment exceeds that of new.    For example, while in 

/-. 
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machine tool is given below: *" 

sole-atJtching m^^hjnee T 

Price 

Depreciation period 

Interest rate on loans 

ïsariy output 

Number of operatives 

Annual wage cost 

Fuel and power costs 

Light and floor space 
and insurance 

Repairs and maintenance 

Second-hanrt .^H.I 

$1,000 

5 years 

15 per cent 

50,000 pairs 

1 

¿500 

$50 

^50 

$75 

New model 

$5,000 

10 years 

15 per cent 

70,000 pmira 

1 

$500 

$50 

¿50 

$100*^ 

repaired by local personnel? lder'  siaple **chi• °*> ** 

8/   United Nations.  Centre for Industrial Developer*      p        * 
Group on 5U .^nd F    .,, »   frrRmrSffT    '•   ?ePort af *flH* 
*»>, New York,  p. ^.Ivbo"    (siles No:    &?iu$)fn7'  ?'¿ ^»r 
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Table 2: Analrsis of direct 
CADì tal costs 

labour, fuel and 

Second-hand model New model 

$ $ 

Depreciation and interest 275 875 

Fuel 50 50 

Light, floor space etc. 

Servicing 

Labour costs 

50 

75 

500 

50 

100 

500 

Total 950 1,575 

Cost per pair   $0.0190 $0.0225 

This example is based on actual costs which have been rounded off for sim- 

plicity.    Thus, despite the fact that the new sole-stitching Bachine has 

a 40 per cent greater productivity and double the anticipated working life 

of the older model, its cost per pair is 18 per cent higher.    The reason 

for this is that capital costs are high and wages low.    In this exercise, 

material costs are assumed to be constant. 

III.    MEASURES TO PROMOTE THE EFFECTIVE INTRODUCTION OF 
         'FV.OG^ESStVE TECHNOLOGY 

30. This final section is concerned with measures which can be taken 

by industrialists, Governments and international organisations to ensure 

an optimum selection. 

/... 
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Industrialists and employers'  organisation« 

31. Many industrialists in developing countries and  el severe have set 

up industries without having had previous industrial experience and without 

formal management knowledge.    Except in the most advanced companies,  costing 

and accounting systems rarely are sufficiently developed to provide accurate 

cost breakdowns on v*ich the economic performance of existing or proposed 

investments can be judged.    Many industrialists, who also lack technical 

knowledge and information about alternative processes or plant,  buy their 

equipmmt on recommendation of machinery manufacturers or their salesmen, 

*o may not  be concerned to ensure that it is the most suitable equipment 

for the conditions in which it will operate.    As a result, these industrial- 

lata may find themselves saddled with a plant that is uneconomic, even from 

tue point of view of the  firm.    This may also happen in the case of public 
undertakings. 

32. It is therefors in the interests of industrialists themselves to 
ensure that: 

(a) They fully understand the conditions in which they have 
to operate    including the relative costs of the factors 
of production.    This is best ensured by sound manage^ 
ment development and training at all level?, 

(b) Uiyn?btfin ^un
information • the *oice of processes 

and plant available to them and expert advice on its 
selection. 

overs'  orgaMzations and trade associations rnitfit set up documentation 

centres to provide technical information likely to be of interest to their 

members, «d might arrange for the provision of expert services, to be 

paid for by the users *en major purchases are involved.2/ 

2/   In Iran, the Industrial Management Institute supplies experts to 
accompany industrialists goin» abroad to purchase plant Sd      * 
7:Tnn-7,p S?bstantial savin,s have been effected in thS way 
\l]f u Clonai Seminar m u^^, Employment 11 ML^I 

Problems" of lndtl.t,Hfln.a.—i„ !Ln^•;^.^^^Jr^!!!!;^^^ 
^¿Ü^LJU^^ . Conclusions and Papers 
management Deve]opment-SeH?s No. 2, Geneva/W^ 
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Governments 

33. It has been stated earlier that it lies in the hands of those 

responsible for economic planning to ensure that the real social costs 

of investment decisions are known and understood.    Training courses 

for planners, in feasibility studies and cost/benefit analysis techniques 

to increase the rationality of investment decisions, are being provided 

by th- United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO).    It 

must also be ensured, by legislative, fiscal and other measures, that 

those responsible have the means of enforcing decisions which are in 

the broad national interest.    Measures mißht include: 

(a) The formulation and publication of industrialization 
policy statements. 

(b) Higher official interest rates on capital investment 
to raise the price of capital vis-a-vis labour costs. 
This would tend to bring more labour into productive 
employment and increase the propensity to save.J-2/ 

(c) Measures to ensure that importers have to pay the 
real cost of foreign machinery and materials and 
that a proper evaluation is made in feasibility 
studies. 

(d) State-financed hire purchase and rental schemes with 
lower interest rates for locally made equipment and 
imported second-hand machinery. 

(e) Encouragement of the setting up or expansion of in- 
digenous machine building industries, initially to 
provide capital equipment of a simple type which can 
later be developed and diversified into the manufacture 
of more advanced equipment,    associated with this might 
be rewards for local inventions and patent protection 
for adaptations of foreign designs. 

(f) The formation of customs unions with other States at 
similar stages of development and with complementary 
resources.il/ These would encourage a new international 
division of labour and a competitive stimulus for 
efficiency, while avoiding one-sided encounters between 
rich and poor nations in the fields of international 
trade and technology. 

10/ It is in no way suggested that Governments should pay a higher interest 
rate on loans from international or bilateral sources. 

14/ See ILO:   Baghdad Meeting Report, OP. cit. Conclusions No. 52 - 55.        ^ 
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(i) 

(J) 

(g)    The setting up o<* central documentation and information 
centres to keep track of past and current technical 
developments throughout the world, working in liafeon 
with international and  other national  services. 

(h) Subsidizing of research institutes attached to industry 
associations, especially for development of appropriate 
technologies. 

The provision of service institutes and  common facility 
services, possibly on co-operative lines, for small in- 
dustries and artisan workshops, which would provide ex- 
tension services and technical training in the use of 
new equipment. 

The provision of vocational and technical education 
and training at all levels in conformity with the 
planned needs for manual, technical and managerial 
skills.    Firs» setting up their own training facili- 
ties might be given financial assistance. 

Action by international organizations 

34. A few developing countries have the resources to undertake the 

steps necessary to ensure the optimization of their industrial technology 

without assistance from outside.    Several international agencies within the 

United Nations system are concerned with the provision of technical co- 

operation services In most of the fields mentioned above as being suitable 

for government action.    Proposals for action will be confined to those 

directly concerned «dth the promotion of progressive technology: 

(a)    The setting up by UNIDO of a central documentation and 
information centre on industrial processes, plant end 
equipment, providing for each :jidustry information on 
the range available to suit different conditions of 
operation and lévela of industrial development.    Ad- 
vice on selection could be provided to government 
centres and industry associations. 12/ 

^ See ILOî    Bagdad Meeting Prr?r^    OD. c¿t. Conclusion No. 69 
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(b) Assistance to industrial researrh  institutes in the de- 
velopment of suitable processes aid plant.    UNIDO l'- 
ai ready active in this field. 

(c) Assistrnce in the establishment of service institutes 
common facility services and co-operatives lor small ' 
and artisan industries.    The ILO is providing this kind 
o" assistance. 

(d) Assistance in vocational and technical education aal 
training and management development. UNESCO and ILO 
are providing such assistance. 

Conclusion 

35. Whether action along the above lines will be taken depends in 

the final analysis on how convincing a case can be established for the 

argents which have been advanced in this paper.    Where they have been 

applied in the field, the results are promising.    They appear  to open up 

new avenues for a dynamic attack on poverty in the developing countries, 

in which the progressive and widespread introduction of new methods (new 

in comparison with the traditional  ones) could leaJ to a better use of 

their current resources and so achieve a more rapid and sustained growth 
to be shared by the whole people. 
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